In the present days, smart card payment systems for ecommerce are being used much more extensively than in the past. With the growing use of electronic payment, danger of efraud is also increasing. So effective smart card system requires majors factors like: efficient-remote-based authentication, confidentiality, integrity, reliability etc. We propose a scheme, how smart card with additional fingerprint verification, have the prospective to provide strong payment authorization and thus put a significant solution into the troubles of e-payments fraud. The combination fingerprint identity and password protection using highly secure encryption using Triple-EHDES algorithm would be a key to improving security and reducing e-payment fraud. In this current paper, we introduce an efficient scheme to prevent smart card fraud by the combination of biometric approach and cryptographic scheme-EHDES (Enhanced Data Encryption Standard). Biometric approach enhances safety of smart-card from stolen and EHDES enhance the security of password.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic-commerce has gained a continuous growth with increasing application of internet world wide. In the current internet community, secure data transfer is limited due to its attack made on data communication. Due to this reason the success of the electronic commerce depends upon effective epayment systems. E payment is a subset of an e-commerce transaction to include electronic payment for buying and selling goods or services offered through the Internet [1] .
The Internet and on-line businesses are growing exponentially. Due to this explosive growth, electronic commerce on the Internet uses various electronic payment mechanisms. We may use sophisticated methods to prevent smart card fraud such as combining it with biometric technologies which offer protection against illicit criminal activity, such as identity theft, account manipulation, and fraud. While many of biometric technologies are currently available, each has varying degrees of acceptance, and some require substantial direct investments, fingerprinting is the most suitable authentication application because of its reliability and cost effectiveness.
RELATED WORK

J. Raja et al [2]
carried out a research work to identify and explain the different methods of e-payment the authors analyses the challenges of electronic payments from different perspective and provide preliminary security countermeasures for each of the issues. Finally a number of solutions have been proposed based on the problem and discussed on the prospect of electronic payment
K. A. Akintoye et al [3]
proposed electronic payment system based on a broad definition of both e-crime and efraud, the resultant model describes the five key elements of e-fraud: perpetrator, mode of attack, target system, target entity and impact. It is envisaged that the model will allow the mechanics and context of e-fraud to be more fully understood, thus assisting in the development and implementation of effective countermeasures. [4] proposed architecture of electronic payment system is to be secure for clients such as customers and shop owners. The security architecture of the system is designed by RC5 encryption / decryption algorithm. This eliminates the fraud that occurs today with stolen credit card numbers. The symmetric key cryptosystem RC5 can protect conventional transaction data such as account numbers, amount and other information. [5] have suggested after survey on biometric payment system that biometric payment system issued for various kinds of payment system instead of the tension of cards to put with them and to memorize theirs difficult passwords and pin numbers. Biometric payment system is much safe and secure and very easy to use and even without using any password or secret codes to remember as compare with previous system like credit card payment system, wireless system and mobile system etc. [6] propose a novel remote password authentication scheme that overcomes the security weaknesses of Hwang-Li"s scheme [7] . The proposed scheme provides mutual authentication between the remote system and the user such that the server spoofing attack cannot have an effect. Proposed scheme is increasing the authentication efficiency, and allowing the user to choose and change his/ her password at will.
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2.6 G. Jaspher Willsie Kathrine et al [8] proposed an authentication method which is depends on the password and the user ID along with the biometric data of the user and the geographic position of the user. The same biometric and position data used for authentication can be used for authorization purposes so as to reduce the cost and time of storing different data for different purposes. A Four-Factor based Privacy Preserving Biometric authentication scheme for a grid environment is proposed which can work on the existing Network Framework.
PRELIMINARIES
Smart Card
A smart card, chip card, or integrated circuit card (ICC), is any pocket-sized card with embedded integrated circuits. A smart card or microprocessor cards contain volatile memory and microprocessor components. The card is made up of plastic. Smart cards may also provide strong security authentication for single sign-on (SSO) within large organizations [9].
Credit Card Fraud
Credit card is one of the biggest challenges to online business establishment today. Frauds are committed by use of unauthorized account and personal information, by misrepresentation of account information to obtain the benefits, it may be by stolen the card is the most common type of fraud, others include identity theft, skimming, counterfeit card, mail intercept fraud and others. Summaries the modus operandi for credit card frauds and their percentage of occurrence as lost or stolen card is 48%, Identity theft is 15%, Skimming (or cloning) is 14%, Counterfeit card is 12%, Mail intercept fraud is 6% and other is 5% [10].
Biometric-based authentication
Biometric-based authentication schemes along with passwords have several advantages of using biometric keys (for example, fingerprints, faces, irises, hand geometry and palm-prints, etc.) as compared to traditional passwords because biometric keys are very difficult to copy or share, extremely hard to forge and cannot be lost or forgotten. Biometric-based authentications are more reliable and secure than usual traditional password-based user authentication methods [11] .
TRIPLE EHDES
Triple EHDES uses the cascading or chain of Enhanced Data Encryption Standard (EHDES) [12] . Let EK(P.T.) and DK(P.T.) represent the EHDES encryption and decryption of P.T. using EHDES key K respectively. Each EHDES encryption/decryption operation is a compound operation of EHDES encryption and decryption operations. The following operations are used: 1) EHDES encryption operation: The transformation of a 64-bit block P.T. into a 64-bit block C.T. that is defined as follows: C.T = EK3(DK2(EK1(P.T.))).
2) EHDES decryption operation:
The transformation of a 64-bit block P.T into a 64-bit block C.T. that is defined as follows: C.T. = DK1(EK2(DK3(P.T.))). The standard specifies the following keying options for bundle (K1, K2, K3) 1) Keying Option 1: K1, K2 and K3 are independent keys. 2) Keying Option 2: K1 and K2 are independent keys and K3 = K1. 3) Keying Option 3: K1 = K2 = K3.
OUR APPROACH
Due to rapid progress e-commerce, the electronic payment is one of the biggest technological innovations in the area of banking, finance and commerce. E-payments have several advantages, which were never available through the traditional modes of payment. But we should remember with the increasing use of e-payment also lead our society with efraud, which is a biggest challenge. Over the last few years, maximum threats are from credit card frauds, thus, we have proposed smart card with biometric authentication which is a key for improving security and preventing e-payment fraud.
Biometric technology is advancing rapidly for several reasons. The first is that the cost of biometric technologies is becoming less to use. The second is the improved ease of integrating a high level of security by matching individual attributes such as fingerprint, which is one of the most suitable from facial expression, voice pattern, eye tissues etc. So, in order to get high level security we proposed biometric-based (fingerprint) authentication method along with password, which is secure remote authentication scheme integrated with fingerprint authentication. Therefore, we have introduces next generation of smart card with temper-proof biometric (fingerprint) smart card and consequently, not only reduce the fraud, but increase the trust of users.
Proposed work deals with the security of password message by applying symmetric key cryptography algorithm i.e. Triple -EHDES in which we use generated secret keys which are calculated using Triple -EHDES key generation process.
THE PROPOSED SCHEME
In proposed system we are using mathematical representation of fingerprint MRFP= Ø (DCFM) generated by FingerprintCapture Procedure. In order to prevent smart card fraud, we are incorporating password base mutual authentication scheme with fingerprint identity (MRFP). The use of one"s fingerprint as identification of smart card makes electronic payment system more reliable i.e. smart card owner should present at the time of using it, which avoids stolen of smart card. Biometric payment technology allows the consumer to pay with the touch of a finger on fingerprint scanner linked to fingerprint template at remote server. The fingerprint template is typically linked to remote system through secured channel to verify the transaction through mutual authentication between remote system and user. Therefore, we propose an efficient password authentication scheme with the combination of fingerprint verification that not only ensures mutual authentication between remote system and the user to enhance the security but also prevent stolen or theft of smart card. In our new concept, we encrypt the original password message letter by letter applying a function, which involves certain mathematical operation using highly secure Triple- In order to recognizing a person, the human character needs to be unique and not to be changed in future. Fingerprint have been used for over hundred years and therefor generally fit to recognize a user and well accepted by technology.
The proposed scheme divided in three phases:
1) Registration phase 2) Login Phase 3) Authenticate phase
Registration phase:
Registration phase is divided in two phases:
 Assume n and m be secrete key maintained system.  H(#) is the one way hash function, where r and s are very large prime numbers.  g is a primitive element in GF (num) , where num = r ⋅ s.  For registration, o A new user USER i has to submit his/her IDENTITY i o Password PW i taken by himself/ herself to remote system through a secure channel.
o Input fingerprint thorough scanner device, store it on remote server and MRFP i is corresponding mathematical representation obtained by FingerprintCapture Procedure.
After receiving the registration request, the remote system processes the following procedure:
Fingerprint-Capture Procedure:
1. Read fingerprint using fingerprint scanning device.
2. Captured digital image of fingerprint (DIFP) is stored as biometric algorithm (BA).
3
. Algorithm (BA) analyze more than forty data points of DIFP 4. Determine the measurements of analyzed data points and store them as data coordinates.
Encrypt data coordinates into digital certificates (DCFP).
Transform digital certificates (DCFM) into mathematical representation (MRFP).
MRFP= Ø (DCFM)
7. Mathematical representation MRFP of DCFM is used as unique identity of smart card holder.
Phase II
Registration-Procedure:
5. Generate a random number R for USER i 6. Computes screened (Encrypted) password NPW i = H (PW i || R ⊕MRFP i ).
Compute n
9. Sends Fingerprint (biometric) as B i , FP i , n i , p i and NPW i of USER i to remote server through secure channel and store them to remote server and smart card of USER i .
10. Random number R is also stored on smart card of USER i
Login Phase
 In login phase, user USER i wants to utilize the facilities offered by smart card.
o He/She has to insert the smart card into the input device. 2. USER i input the password PW i and U(IDENTITY i ) then smart card computes NPW i and n i " as
3. Then smart card compares that if n i equals to n i " then only proceeds step 4, otherwise system terminates the process unsuccessfully after displaying password error message.
4. After successful comparison of step 3, then smart card computes as follows i. S1=((p i ⊕n i ") ⊕R c ), Where R c is random number generated by user.
ii. S2= H(R c ) ⊕ NPW i
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5. After calculating S1, S2 then USER i sends the messages S1, S2, and U (IDENTITY i ) to the remote registration Server.
Authentication Phase:
1. After accepting request for login data S1, S2 and U(IDENTITY i ) from the USER i then remote server system and the user USER i execute the following procedure to authenticate each other.
2. Verification of U(IDENTITY i ) takes place.
3. If the U (IDENTITY i ) is valid then remote server computes S3 = H (U(IDENTITY i ) ⊕ n i ), S4 = S3 ⊕ S1, S5 = H(R c ) ⊕ NPW i , S6 = ((p i ⊕n i ") ⊕R c ), S7 = S5 ⊕ S6 and then compare whether S1 = S4.
If above comparison is true then further verify S2=
H(S6 || S7) if it is also true then remote server maintained (U (IDENTITY i ), S4,S7).
5. If above any one step does not true, then it implies that USER i is not a valid user.
6. Otherwise remote server accept the login request and thus USER i is authenticated as valid user.
7. Finally, after successful authentication the user USER i can process the benefits of smart card
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Authors present efficiency comparisons between the proposed scheme and related work schemes that scheme deals with the encryption of password by applying symmetric key cryptography algorithm Triple -EHDES, which makes password protection more secure that overcomes the security weakness of previous schemes. The important point in enhancing the efficiency of the authentication methods is dropping the computation load of the smart card, while this load is given to remote server because servers can manage high computational power, whereas the smart cards are having low computation capacity. So, proposed scheme achieve the object of reducing computational load of both the smart card and whole system by process of load synchronization between remote server and smart card. Besides, fingerprinting-based authentications on server side makes proposed scheme more reliable and secure than usual traditional password-based user authentication methods. 
CONCLUSION
The proposed scheme provides strong authentication of the owner by verifying user"s personal biometrics i.e. fingerprint, password, and random numbers generated by the user and server. We are proposing additional security to password by protecting it using Triple-EHDES encrypted algorithm. Significance of our proposed scheme is security, based on biometric-fingerprint information, which cannot be stolen, forgotten or lost, so our scheme provides the ability to prevent fraudulent and genuine transactions. Besides this, our scheme is efficient and secure against various attacks, low computational workload on the smart card, and no need of password table or verification table. The proposed scheme is also user friendly and effective.
